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Issue 11a 

Developer Obligations 

Development plan 
reference: 

 
Policies page 7-86: Section on 
Implementation, page 83-86 

 IMP3, Developer Obligations, 
page 86 

 
 

Reporter: 

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including 
reference number): 

 
IMP3 Developer Obligations 

Highland Council (0093) 
NHS Grampian (0300) 
Scotia Homes Ltd (0480) 
Scottish Government (0490) 
Dufftown & District Community Council (0522) 
The Ellis Group (0878) 
CJ & CRH Dunbar (Pitgaveny) (0908) 
Homes for Scotland (1035) 
Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd (1041) 
Fred Olsen Renewables Ltd (1047) 
 
Provision of the 
development plan to 
which the issue 
relates: 

 
Provides policy context for developer obligations which 
reflects Scottish Government policy and Circular 3/2012 
on Planning Obligations and Good Neighbour 
Agreements. 
 

Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s): 

 
IMP3 Developer Obligations 

Highland Council (0093) 
Amend policy to reflect Circular 3/2012 in that there are five not four tests an 
obligation must meet, and that the obligation must be related to the development 
(as well as scale and kind). 
 
NHS Grampian (0300) 
Objects to the exclusion of healthcare as infrastructure provision.  Considers 
healthcare facilities to be key element of community infrastructure.  For high 
standards of healthcare to be maintained greater emphasis should be placed on 
healthcare delivery through developer contributions with regards to infrastructure.  
Healthcare needs to be specifically addressed within forthcoming Supplementary 
Guidance on Developer Contributions. 
 
Scotia Homes Ltd (0480) 
Seeks amendment to clarify requirements within policy rather than justification.  
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Comments on policy H8 Affordable Housing are also relevant to IMP3.   
 
Scottish Government (0490)  
Supplementary Guidance explaining how policy will be implemented should 
comply with tests set out in Circular 3/2012. 
 
Dufftown & District Community Council (0522) 
Queries strategy for increased supporting infrastructure and services to meet 
increasing population.  Specifically references the need to increase size of school, 
cemetery, leisure facilities and improve public transport. 
 
The Ellis Group (0878) 
Seeks that the full detail of the specific requirements of IMP3 are set out in the 
Plan so that the proposed provisions can be tested in order that there is absolute 
transparency in the adopted Plan. 
 
CJ & CRH Dunbar (Pitgaveny) (0908) 
Object to reduction in affordable housing threshold from 10 to 4 units.  Seek 
further clarification as there is insufficient justification given in IMP3 and policy H8.  
Consider reduced threshold does not reflect regional diversity and challenges to 
bringing forward new housing developments in current economic climate or other 
financial obligations linked to developments.  Suggest threshold should be no less 
than 10 units and individual housing provision is based on requirements of each 
Housing Market Area.   
 
Homes for Scotland (1035) 
Supplementary Guidance should be published alongside Plan for scrutiny and to 
provide as much certainty as possible over likely costs and contributions.  
Suggest plan should contain at least an identification by settlement of likely 
mitigations that will be required of developers.   
 
Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd (1041) 
Consider that Network Rail should be excluded from making developer 
contributions as profits are reinvested in the railway given Network Rail is a not-
for-profit infrastructure provider.  Infrastructure projects and station developments 
support regeneration, increase attractiveness of settlements and benefit 
communities and are as such ‘social’ infrastructure which is exempt in some 
development plans from making contributions. 
 
Fred Olsen Renewables Ltd (1047) 
Considers policy should explicitly note that community benefits associated with 
renewable energy developments are separate from Developer Contributions to 
avoid confusion. 
 

Modifications sought by those submitting representations: 

 
IMP3 Developer Obligations 
Highland Council (0093) 
Amend policy text to reflect Circular 3/2012 on Planning Obligations and Good 
Neighbour Agreements. 
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NHS Grampian (0300) 
Include healthcare provision as community infrastructure and address specifically 
within forthcoming Supplementary Guidance on Developer Contributions. 
 
Scotia Homes Ltd (0480) 
Amend policy to include clarification that requirements will be sought in 
accordance with policy tests of Circular 3/2012: Planning Obligations and Good 
Neighbour Agreements. 
 
Scottish Government (0490) 
Suggests Supplementary Guidance must comply with texts set out in Circular 
3/2012. 
 
Dufftown & District Community Council (0522) 
Infers need to seek compensatory measures for impact of development on 
community infrastructure. 
 
The Ellis Group (0878) 
Amend policy to set out full detail of requirements so proposed provisions can be 
tested and adopted Plan provides absolute transparency. 
 
CJ & CRH Dunbar (Pitgaveny) (0908) 
Amend policy to increase threshold to 10 units or more.  Establish an individual 
affordable housing provision based on the requirements of each Housing Market 
Area. 
 
Homes for Scotland (1035) 
Publish Supplementary Guidance and allow reasonable time for representations. 
 
Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd (1041) 
Within Plan and Supplementary Guidance include statement that Network Rail is 
exempt from developer contributions. 
 
Fred Olsen Renewables Ltd (1047) 
Suggests policy explicitly states difference between community benefits and 
developer contributions. 
 
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority: 

 
IMP3 Developer Obligations 
Circular 3/2012 Planning Obligations & Good Neighbour Agreements (CD36) 
It is accepted that greater clarity and certainty may be provided where the tests 
set out in Circular 3/2012 (CD36) are included within the policy rather than the 
justification. The policy should refer to five rather than four tests set out in Circular 
3/2012 (CD36).   
 

The Council would have no objection if the Reporter were to make a modification 
as outlined above whereby the revised text would state “The Council will use the 
five tests set out in Circular 3/2012 on Planning Obligations to secure developer 
contributions.  These are:  

 Be necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in Planning 
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terms; 

 Serve a planning purpose, and relate to development plans; 

 Relate to the proposed development either as a direct consequence of the 
development or arising from the cumulative impact of development in the area; 

 Relate in scale and kind to the proposed development; and, 

 Be reasonable.” 
 
Healthcare Provision 

The policy refers to the impact upon existing infrastructure, community facilities or 
amenity.  Infrastructure includes amongst other things, health provision. 
Supplementary Guidance on Developer Obligations will be prepared shortly and 
this will provide further clarity on contributions sought for community infrastructure 
including healthcare provision.  Dialogue is ongoing with NHS Grampian 
regarding their input to the Supplementary Guidance on which they will be a 
consultee.    
 
No modification is proposed. 
 
Impact on Infrastructure 

The policy refers to the impact upon existing infrastructure, community facilities or 
amenity.  Infrastructure includes amongst other things, schools, leisure facilities, 
public transport provision and cemeteries.  The developer will be required to 
mitigate through contributions any measureable adverse or negative impact their 
development has on these facilities to reduce, eliminate or compensate for that 
impact.  The forthcoming Supplementary Guidance Developer Obligations will 
provide further clarity on this matter. 
 

No modification is proposed. 
 
Rail Infrastructure 
Where appropriate, the Council will seek developer contributions from Network 
Rail as these are required to offset the impact from development.  The 
contributions will be sought in accord with the tests set out in Circular 3/2012 
(CD36).  Developer contributions relate to the impact of the development rather 
than the organisation or person.  If the contributions are not secured then the 
infrastructure providers will be liable for these costs.   
 

No modification is proposed. 
 
Supplementary Guidance/Proposed Plan Detail 
The Proposed Plan provides adequate detail on anticipated developer 
contributions for development in each town or village through a specific section in 
settlement statements.  In addition, relevant policies are explicit in their 
requirements (i.e. Policy H8 Affordable Housing and E5 Open Spaces).  
Therefore, it is considered that the requirements for developer obligations set out 
within the Plan are sufficiently transparent to provide certainty to the development 
industry, and consultation alongside the Plan on Supplementary Guidance is not 
essential.   
 
Further detail on developer obligations including their calculation will be provided 
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in the forthcoming Supplementary Guidance Developer Obligations anticipated to 
be presented to the Planning & Regulatory Services Committee in late 2014 with 
adoption proposed for early 2015.  
 
At all times, the developer can obtain a detailed Developer Obligations 
Assessment Report from the Council.   
 

No modification is proposed. 
 
Affordable Housing 
Representations submitted for Policy IMP3 Developer Obligations raising 
affordable housing are addressed in Schedule 4 Issue 4c Policy H8 Affordable 
Housing.   
 
No modification is proposed. 
 
Community Benefits 

The forthcoming Supplementary Guidance Developer Obligations will provide 
further clarity on the clear distinction between developer obligations and 
community benefits.  Whilst it is not considered appropriate to include reference to 
community benefits within policy IMP3 the Council is amenable to the inclusion of 
the following text within the policy justification to make the distinction between 
developer obligation and community benefits clear “Developer obligations differ to 
community benefits in that they are legal rather than voluntary obligations”, should 
the Reporter be so minded.   
 
Reference to community benefits is provided in Supplementary Guidance The 
Moray Onshore Wind Energy Policy Guidance 2013 (CD24) as they have 
generally been associated with the development of onshore wind turbines where 
developers offer local communities a financial benefit usually related to the 
capacity of the windfarm.   The Moray Council would like to see community 
benefits being promoted across all renewable technologies and a report is being 
presented to a meeting of the Policy and Resources Committee on 7th October 
2014 (BD/11a/01) to give further consideration to the processes and procedures 
that will be applicable to other onshore renewable technologies.   
 

If the Reporter is so minded, the Council would have no objection to the inclusion 
of the text outlined above. 
 

Reporter’s conclusions: 

 
 

Reporter’s recommendations: 

 
 

 


